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Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments; love is not love
Which alters when it alteration finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove.
0 no, it is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wand' ring bark,
Whose worth's unknown, although his highth be taken.
Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks
Within his bending sickle's compass come,
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.
If this be error and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.

William Shakespeare
"Sonnet 116"
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INTRODUCTION

English Renaissance, many types of marriages existed, and the partners
each related to one another differently. This paper concentrates on the
of the nobility in the Renaissance. The literature of the era portrayed the
of marriages and the everyday lives of the couples. Shakespeare's plays
an ideal framework for looking at this, and chapters two and four discuss how he
married couples in his plays.
Although many plays could have served to exhibit marriage types and patterns, I
instead to concentrate on a select few. Included in this number are Much Ado
About Nothing, The Taming of the Shrew, Othello, Romeo and Juliet, and The Merchant
of Venice. Each of these works displays one or more couples going about the business of
forming a marriage or attempting to co-exist peacefully after a marriage. These plays
also demonstrate an archetype of male dominance versus female submission.

1

In his plays, Shakespeare supports love marriages, while he criticizes the society
that prevented many of these marriages from working. Almost all the plays discussed in
this paper are love marriages, regardless of whether they began as arranged or
companionate marriages. The love that connects them all also exists regardless of
whether the marriages successfully survive adversity or fail in their attempts. In the
plays, the manner in which the society and families viewed a particular match
determined if the marriage would be successful.

1

All references to and quotes from Shakespeare's plays come from The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. by G.
Blakemore Evans (Boston: Houghton Miffiin Company, 1974).

2

first chapter of this work discusses different marriage types and their
looking at the various factors affecting the choice of a marriage partner, such
virtue and maturity. The chapter also examines the Elizabethan marriage
along with a discussion about the validity of church weddings over clandestine
Chapter two considers Shakespeare's response to the formation of
llaissance marriages, looking atthe consequences for a bride's faithlessness, and
i~(;ussing the marriage contract as a business transaction.

Chapter three answers the question of how marriage partners related to each

It considers the relations between husbands and wives in the Renaissance and
mdicates the importance of love to all Renaissance couples. The chapter looks at the
roles of husbands and wives and the duties each promised to discharge to the other. It
discusses importance of a harmonious marriage, as well as the submission and lack of
identity of wives in the Renaissance. Chapters one and three both present historical
examples in order to explain more easily the Renaissance marriage system and marriage
relationships. Chapter four looks at Shakespeare's characters and how they interact with
each other, including a discussion of husbands and wives sorting out problems they
encounter with each other.

3

CHAPTER ONE

~'arranged marriage, while rarely easily accomplished, was the ideal for the
Religious, political, and family affiliations played a large part in finding a
nuncn, as well as other concerns, such as rank, lineage, power, wealth,
and upbringing2 Intelligence, appearance, health, and maturity also played a
theoretically and theologically, these external conditions supposedly held "no
primacy in the selection of a spouse."3 In the case of brides, virtue was also a
. A system of "theoretical checks and balances" incorporating these concerns

~iotected the families involved. Children under twenty-one and servants needed
"' ~''N"':l;lermission to marry, but had the right to refuse an unsatisfactory match

4

In some cases,

however, the "increasing costs of their rank" led some members of the aristocracy to
marry heirs and heiresses. This occurred with second or third sons more often than first,
since second sons, being farther down the inheritance scale, needed the money of these
heiresses to uphold their birth position.

5

Parents and kin arranged many Renaissance marriages in the interest of protecting
the family's economic concerns and ensuring the proper transmission of family property.

Ann Jennalie Cook, Making a Match: Courtship in Shakespeare and his Society (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1991), p. 69.

2
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3

Ibid., p. 44.

4

lbid., p. 69.

5

lbid., p. 46.

4

~characteristics of the arranged marriage developed as "very large fortunes became

,,\

6

" rather than just the transmission of land. Marriage negotiators-not always
parents of a couple-had to consider the wishes of everyone with "vested concerns"
,aimatch? Those with vested concerns would be the immediate family-parents and
both-as well as aunts, uncles, grandparents, and other more distant relatives,
fi;•;J5utalso god-parents, usually not relatives.
Although an accepted and widely practiced form of marriage in the Renaissance,
some children nonetheless rebelled against having the choice of their marriage partner
controlled by their parents for reasons of money or power. This opposition to parental
control often led to disinheritance and in some cases social ostracism

8

Refusal to wed a

parent's choice also led to beatings and emotional and psychological abuse, although
laws required the couple to consent to the match. The Paston letters contain instances of
parents "compelling" their children to agree to their choice

9

These parents demanded

and eventually received absolute obedience from their children.

10

Boys often had more of a say in the choice of their spouse, while parents rarely
asked the opinions of daughters. One instance found in the Paston letters indicates that
Sir John, Margaret Paston's son, became formally engaged to Anne Hawte without his

6

Alan MacFarlane, Marriage and Love in England: Modes ofReproduction 1300-1840 (Oxford: Basil

Blackwell, 1986), p. 46.
7

Cook, p. 69.

Rosemary O'Day, The Family and Family Relationships 1500-1900: England. France and the United
States of America (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1994), p. 150.

8

9

King, p. 34.

10

~

O'Day, p.149.

5
wledge or consent. 11 The marriage never took place, possibly because of

:~hronic shortage of money," his "irresolute conduct," or because his support
deemed unacceptable due to her kinship to Edward VI's queen. From
John and Anne, infrequently together, clearly did not feel deeply for each
!' •vm•

spent many years and a large amount of money securing a dispensation

in order to obtain a release from the espousal.

12

Paston girls often faced more drastic consequences. For example, Margery

in love and became secretly engaged to her father's bailiff, Richard Calle. As
the family had her beaten, threatened and bribed, and her mother, Margaret,

i»il h"r from the house. 13 In the end, however, the bishop of Norwich, to whom the
had taken the case in hopes of having the betrothal annulled, supported Margery

Almost two centuries later, former Chief Justice Sir Edward Coke "forcibly"
abducted his daughter Francesca to "compel" her to marry the Duke of Buckingham's
mentally unbalanced brother. Sir Edward probably had Francesca imprisoned-as well
as beaten-to force her to agree to this "opportune alliance."

15

In the eighteenth century,

another young Englishwoman, Anne Wortley, harbored dark and pessimistic thoughts

MacFarlane, p. 137; H. S. Bennet, The Pastons and Their England: Studies in an Age of Transition
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1975), p. 36; John Warrington, ed., The Paston Letters in Two
Volumes (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1962), val. 2, p. 61, letter#285.
11

12

Bennet, pp. 37-39.

13

Ibid., pp. 44-45.

14

MacFarlane, p. 137; King, p. 34; Bennet, pp. 45-46.

15

King, p. 34.

6

ner arranged marriage, stating that, "People in my position are sold like slaves; and
,.,ttell what price my master will put on me."

16

The arranged marriage of fifteen-

Alice Wandesford (later Thornton) sought to "retrieve the sequestered
aftdesford property." "Interested relatives" arranged this "openly loveless deal" for

>~financial advantage."17

Some wills contained provisions designed to affect a child's

&boice .of spouse even after the parent's death. Reducing the amount of the child's
inheritance in the event that he or she did not marry according to the parent's wishes
often accomplished this end.

18

"Conditioned" to accept the situation as typical, few children rebelled against
arranged marriages. Scriptural citations supported the system, which ensured the
"transmission of land and other property in such a way as to support the ensuing
generations." 19 Marriage also provided financial and emotional security for daughters,
who would otherwise have to depend either on the goodwill of relatives at the death of
their fathers or on the provisions of their fathers' wills

2

° Children knew the desirability

and advantages of having the moral and material support of their parents and the family,
hence many asked permission of parents to marry without coercion, thus avoiding an
unwanted match. Parents also helped to keep the system working smoothly by seeking

16

MacFarlane, p. 139.

Mary Beth Rose, "Gender, Geme, and History: Seventeenth-Century English Women and the Art of
Autobiography," in Women in the Middle
es and the Renaissance: Liter
and Historical Pers ectives,
ed. Mary Beth Rose (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1986), pp. 263-264.

17

18

King, p. 34.

19

O'Day, p. 151.

20

lbid., p. 148.

7

and "comfortable" matches for their children and by looking for an
~pnally, sexually, and materially compatible spouse for their child

21

; Legally, betrothal of a child could occur at seven, but such vows were not binding
iilconfirmed by the children around the ages of twelve for brides and fourteen for
22

A child's refusal to honor such a marriage, while rare, did occur. In 1541,

Darcy and Eure arranged and accomplished a marriage between Darcy's threetear-old daughter and Eure's eleven-year-old grandson. Thirteen years later, in 1554, the
;families had the marriage formally annulled. In another case, in 1639, the Earl of
;Derby's nine-year-old daughter married the Second Viscount Molyneux, but seven years
later she refused to consummate the marriage. 23 These cases clearly show children
unwilling to accept blindly the choices their parents and guardians have made for them.
By taking into account the extreme pressure exerted on young girls and boys by their
parents to force them to consent to the match, the reader can easily understand the rarity
of such refusals. 24
By 1604, English canon law forbade a priest to marry a couple under the age of
twenty-one without proof of parental consent. Parents held absolute control over their
children prior to this age, and therefore children could not "bestow themselves in
marriage. " 25 In those cases of marriage at an extremely early age-usually arranged to

21

Ibid., pp. 149-151.

22

Cook, p. 19.

23

Lawrence Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965), p. 653

24

Ibid., p. 652.

25

Cook, p. 18.

8
a dowry or inheritance or income"--certain measures protected the young spouse
:premature sexual intercourse. 26 In some cases of early marriage, the couple went
the marriage ceremony and then separated for a number of years until both
sufficient maturity. In these instances the groom often went abroad while the
de remained at home with her family 27 This very common occurrence made it "not at
unusual for the spousals or verbal engagement, the contract, the marriage and the

~pnsummation to be widely spaced" over a nmnber of years. However, for legal and

"~conomic purposes, these unconsummated marriages were quite often inva!id?

8

In the Renaissance most people preferred that children wed at a mature enough
age to handle the responsibilities of married life. This led to a "torrent of opposition to
Romeo-and-Juliet marriages. " 29 Juliet, at just fourteen years of age, is old enough,
according to law, to have a husband and children

30

Romeo, not much older than Juliet,

has also just reached the age of consent. Yet the opposition to child marriages often
rested not upon the emotional ability of the couple to carry on a normal wedded life, but
31

upon the health risks and financial problems involved. In the Renaissance, as today,
very young girls encountered major health risks by giving birth with physically immature

26

Ibid., pp. 26-27.

27

Ibid., p. 26.

28

Stone, Crisis, p. 652 and 656.

29

Cook, p. 22.

30

Romeo and Juliet, I. iii.l 0-15.

31

Cook, p. 22.

9

sunable to cope with the changes accompanying pregnancy.

32

Society thought that

~marriage and sexual intercourse would weaken young men, since sexual activity

a man of his "vital fluid, his sperm." Renaissance society thought that "stunted
' ";~Jchi'

.•

t

maure.

children resulted from these marriages, because "their parents had been

,33

As a result of this insistence on maturity before matrimony, many middle and
class English men and women did not marry for ten or more years after puberty.

34

the nobility, early marriage was common and sometimes necessary. The earliest
·permitted ages for marriage, twelve for girls and fourteen for boys, emerged from
contemporary notions of the arrival of puberty and therefore sexual and physical
maturity. 35 However, the reservations regarding emotional maturity made such early
marriages uncommon. Recommended ages for women, therefore, ranged from seventeen
to twenty-two, and men from twenty to thirty-five. These higher ages stemmed from

society's deeming teenage spouses "incompetent to manage a household. "

36

Usually only a few years of age separated men and women in English marriages.
This aided in creating partnership-like relationships between couples in companionate
marriages. However, a "natural authority relation" existed in these marriages, usually
based on "age, education and assumption." For this reason, men usually preferred brides

32

Ibid., p. 30.

33

MacFarlane, p. 212.

34

Cook,pp.17-18.

3S

Ibid., p. 20.

36

Ibid., p. 23.

10

years younger than themselves, since these younger brides normally behaved in a
malleable" manner toward their husbands. The existence of this natural authority
also discouraged inter-class marriages, particularly for men, and the English
it particularly advisable for one to marry a spouse of equal social status,
.pecially since marrying upwards on the social scale could seem like "blatant fortune

~unting and status seeking. "

37

Companionate and love marriages occurred far less often among the English
ll.ristocracy than did arranged marriages. An important motive for marriage in the
Western world-love-had no bearing at all on partner choice for other cultures.

38

The

development oflove existed in the hopes of partners even in arranged marriages. For this
reason families thought it "desirable" if the prospective bridegroom showed a little
"gallant wooing" to his bride-to-be, even when they met for the first time.

39

In first

marriages, while the parents and family settled the financial and practical details, the
bride and groom worked on forming an affectionate and lasting emotional bond. The
formation of this bond occurred more easily and quickly with first marriages than with
the second or third, since older individuals, independent of parental control, made second
and third marriages and, as such, more often arranged these marriages themselves. As a

37

Ibid, p. 43; O'Day, pp. 24, 162; Cook, p. 40.

38

MacFarlane, p. 154.

Ralph Houlbrooke, ed. English Family Life 1576-1716: An Anthology from Diaries (New York: Basil
Blackwell, 1989), p. 16.

39

11

auence, "there was more for the prospective spouses to arrange," and less time for
form an affectionate bond

40

Marriage, according to traditions going back to the Anglo-Saxon era, was meant
1

entered into for companionship's sake, as a partnership of mind and body.'>'~ This

~~~tradiction of the conventional purpose of marriage-mainly to ensure the procreation
i)fchildren and the proper transmission of properties for the "ensuing generations"came about by the advance of the notions of mutual consent, companionate marriages,
and love marriages. This shifting of motivations from practical reasons to those of
affection frustrated many women; since society expected men to initiate the courtship
process, men benefited more than women. Men could therefore follow their "personal
inclinations wherever they might lead," while women had to choose from among those
men who made advances in their direction

42

After ascertaining the thoughts and feelings of the girl on the matter, the suitor in
a love marriage would then make a formal approach to her parents to ask for her hand in
marriage 43 Renaissance Englishmen thought that marriage, and particularly
companionate marriage, made two people "one flesh and one blood;" "husband and wife
had become equivalent, identical." This image of the wedded couple led to the idea that
the act of marriage-and the marriage ceremony itself-automatically established a

4<J

O'Day, p. 154.

41

MacFarlane, p. 330.

42

Lawrence Stone, The Family . Sex. and Marriage in England 1500-1800 (New York, Harper and Row,

1977), p. 398.
43

O'Day, p. 149.

12

relationship between a couple 44 Love was also seen as the "chief duty of
" with courtship acting as a trial period to test the compatibility of the couple,

~c;lchildren a consequence rather than a cause of marriage.

45

Marriages by personal

"&fi!>ice based on love did occur, but usually only among adults without kin or masters,
'Widowers and some widows

46
47

Renaissance husbands expected their brides to come to them chaste.

Families

during the era felt that unrelated men constantly threatened a woman's purity, and,
therefore, the family's honor as well. 48 The "militant chastity" of women safeguarded
49

them from deceitful and aggressive men who would take advantage of their "frailty."
Historically, marriage or monetary recompense corrected cases of violated virginity, and
often, the legal authorities would "compel the gnilty parties to pay due compensation" to
the violated girl's family so The consequences for suspicion of faithlessness could be,
and often were, drastic. This suspicion often resulted in broken betrothals, public
humiliation for the groom and also for the bride and her family. The groom would be

44

MacFarlane, p. 282.

45

O'Day, p. 154; MacFarlane, pp. 321-322.

46

Cook, p. 69; Stone, Family, p. 104.

Sarup Singh, The Double Standard in Shakespeare and Related Essay: Changing Status ofWomen in
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centurv England (Delhi: Konark Publishers, 1988), p. 17.

47

48

49

MacFarlane, p. 297.
Carol Thomas Neely, Broken Nuptials in Shakespeare's Plays (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985),

pp. 14-15.
50

King, pp. 30-31.
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as a cuckold, while society would know that the bride's family raised a wanton,

The Elizabethan marriage contract led to many abuses because of the ease with
it was accomplished. Disreputable parties easily entrapped the unwary, and
and law courts recognized the subsequent marriage as legal and binding if the
agreed before witnesses to "take each other as man and wife." However, church
"&tll!arriages quickly became the proper and conventional form of marriage in the
Rtmaissance. These public marriages, performed in front of many witnesses and
1

. recorded in the parish register by the parson, offered more security for the couple. 5
However, prohibitive and absolute restrictions accompanied church weddings, confining
them to certain days and situations. The prohibitive conditions included, first, that no
marriages could occur during Lent and Advent; second, excommunicated persons could
not marry in a church; and third, a widower could not marry his late wife's sister.
Renaissance Englishmen considered marriages performed under these prohibitive
conditions as "irregular but indissoluble." The absolute impediments consisted of
marriages between underage individuals, those who had taken religious vows, between
2

godparent and godchild, and those resulting from rape, violence or adultery 5
In the early 1600s, the English Church courts attempted to stamp out clandestine

marriages and make church weddings the norm, using canon law reinforced by common
law. Common law made some property rights "dependent upon proof of a church

G. B. Harrison, "General Introduction," in William Shakespeare, The Complete Works, ed. G. B.
Harrison (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, n.d.), p. 20.
51

52

O'Day, pp. 59-60.

14

•'53

Many clandestine marriages occurred because the laws of the time, while

[)}lending parental consent, did not require it. While families deplored marriages of
Church authorities supported some clandestine marriages-those resulting from
or elopement-in an effort to minimize "undue influence by parents and kin

Another way of accomplishing a clandestine marriage was to "steal the
}'''i'\j'll,amage." The phrase, first used in 1450 in literature, meant to get married secretly, and
clandestinely. 55 A historical example occurred in 1685, when Elizabeth Evelyn

"-•~1 a" her marriage to prevent her father from "bestowing her very worthily."

56

The

"stealing" of a marriage did not necessarily mean that the couple eloped, since elopement
carried the implication that the couple had run away to marry.
While companionate and love marriages gained in prestige, the arranged marriage
remained the most common form of marriage for the nobility in the Renaissance.
Arranged marriages had the support of society and, in most cases, the church, and many
children seemed content to leave the choice of their marriage partner up to a third party.
Rebellious children were an anomaly and, as such, often appeared in letters and diaries
because of their refusal to marry according to a parent's wishes.

53

Ibid., p. 61.

54

King, pp. 33-34; O'Day, p. 60.

55

Oxford English Dictionary, vol. 10, p. 885, column 3, s.v. "steal."

56

John Evelyn, Diary of John Evelvn, p. 462, in Houlbrooke, p. 39.
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CHAPTER TWO
PRE-MARRIAGE RITUALS IN SHAKESPEARE

Hero and Claudio's marriage in Much Ado About Nothing exemplifies the
Renaissance aristocratic arranged marriage. Arranged by a patron and a parent and based
''solidly on those Elizabethan social conventions according to which marriages were
arranged for money rather than ideals oflove and compatibility," this marriage embodies
the Renaissance norrn 57 The Prince, Don Pedro, approaches Hero's father, Leonato--with whom he has his own agreement to marry Hero---on behalf of young Claudio.
These two capable negotiators reach an agreement and set a date. Hero and Claudio also
represent the Renaissance norrn in other ways. Similar in age as well as social station,
they also show an interest in each other. In all respects, the arrangement of this marriage
constitutes a Renaissance ideal.
As discussed earlier, Renaissance husbands expected their brides to come to them

with virginity intact. Claudio and Hero, like Othello and Desdemona, demonstrate the
importance of a woman's virginity in the Renaissance. Don John convinces Claudio of
Hero's "disloyalty" in Act Ill ofMuch Ado About Nothing with the help of his follower
Borachio and the unwitting Margaret, Hero's maid. In Act IV, on the day of the wedding
and at the ceremony, Claudio publicly disgraces the innocent Hero, exclaiming,
There, Leonato, take her back again.
Give not this rotten orange to your friend,
She's but the sign and semblance of her honor.
Margaret Loftus Ranald, Shakes eare and His Social Context: Essa sin Osmotic Know1ed e and Liter:
Internretation, AMS Studies in the Renaissance, 10 (New York: AMS Press, 1987), pp. 13-14.

57

16

Behold how like a maid she blushes here!
0, what authority and show of truth
Can cunning sin cover itself withal!
... Would you not swear,
All you that see her, that she were a maid,
By these exterior shows? But she is none:
She knows the heat of a luxurious bed;
Her blush is guiltiness, not modesty.(IV.i.31-42)
This scene shows the righteous anger of a betrayed bridegroom. In his anger we can see
Claudio's feelings of betrayal. However, where did these feelings of betrayal originate?
Unlike Romeo and Juliet, Hero and Claudio never exhibited any great and overpowering
passion for one another. A mutual attraction does exist between the two, but their
marriage is one based mainly on status and wealth, arranged by others. This helps to
explain why Claudio so quickly believes Don John's slanders of Hero, his "public
58

denunciation" of Hero, and his refusal to hear her cries of innocence.

It also explains

his quick acceptance of the offer to wed Leonato's "niece" in place of Hero--he still
fulfills the requirements of the business contract. Claudio acts not like a jealous lover,
but like a man "who thinks he has been duped in a bargain, not a Troilus whose whole
world shatters around him because he has to recognize that the goddess of his idolatry is
false."

59

Othello and Desdemona also demonstrate the importance of a woman's chastity.
However, Othello takes much more drastic measures against Desdemona to assuage his
wounded pride than Claudio takes against Hero. lago convinces Othello Desdemona has
slept with his former lieutenant, Cassio, by having him watch, but not hear, a

58

Anne Barton, "Introduction to Much Ado About Nothing," in The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. by G.

Blakemore Evans (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1974), p. 329.
59

Ibid., p. 328.

17
~l:)tsation with the prostitute Bianca, with whom Cassio has really slept

60

:isequently, Othello, deaf to Desdemona's true pleas of innocence, smothers her for

t~iroagined infidelity.

61

Clandestine marriages, while historically supported by the Church, met disastrous
¢11ds in Shakespeare's plays. Both Romeo and Juliet and Othello and Desdemona marry

fudove without their parents' knowledge or consent. Both of these marriages end in the
deaths of both partners. Juliet tells Romeo in the second act that, "If that thy bent oflove
be honorable,/ Thy purpose marriage, send me word tomorrow.... " 62 Shakespeare
portrays them as marrying clandestinely for love. However, Romeo and Juliet's
marriage, while being unusual as a clandestine marriage, is even more remarkable as a
clandestine church wedding performed by Friar Lawrence. No mere exchange of
promises before friends acting as witnesses, their marriage is a holy, sanctified exchange
of vows. Othello's marriage meets a disastrous end through the interference of outside
influences, especially Iago. By slandering Desdemona, Iago impels Othello to kill her.
Grief stricken when he learns the truth of the matter from Emilia, Othello commits
suicide rather than face life as the murderer of an innocent.
Stealing a marriage was a common way to accomplish a clandestine marriage.
This type of marriage, while similar to elopement, did not always entail running away.
Romeo and Juliet stole their marriage and did so without alerting their parents and kin
since they did not run away. Friar Laurence performed the marriage, and the two spent
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wedding night in Juliet's room in her father's house. Othello and Desdemona also

~¢dwithout running away.

Brabantio, Desdemona's father, proclaims to the Duke's
63

nrtthat "She is abus'd, stol'n from me ...." Lorenzo and Jessica, from The
00
N(erchant of Venice, on the other hand, do run away and marry. Their marriage, while
not nearly as disastrous as the two previously discussed, is also an ill-conceived match.
They end up living on charity, especially that of Portia, after spending all the money
Jessica took from her father, Shylock. In these three examples, Shakespeare presents the
reader with three clandestine marriages, all of which are fraught with problems and end
either in death or poverty.
The Merchant of Venice shows the importance of wills to Renaissance society.
Portia's deceased father bound her by his will to marry the man who chooses the correct
casket from the three offered-gold silver, or lead. Portia says of her situation in Act I:
"I may neither choose who I would, nor refuse who I dislike; so is the will of a living
daughter curb' d by the will of a dead father." 64 Portia's waiting-gentlewoman, Nerissa,
points out to Portia the wisdom of her father's system, saying that
Your father was ever virtuous, and holy men at their death have good
inspirations; therefore the lottery that he hath devis' din these three chests
of gold, silver, and lead, whereof who chooses his meaning chooses you,
will no doubt never be chosen by any rightly but one who you shall rightly
love.(l.ii.27-33)
Bassanio, by choosing the correct casket-the lead one--shows that he loves Portia "for
65

herself and not simply for her golden exterior. "
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The common thread running through all of Shakespeare's marriages--arranged
and clandestine both-is the love existing between the partners. Shakespeare supported
the idea of the love marriage, but recognized that these marriages were often unable to
work in the Renaissance society. On one side, Shakespeare presents us with peaceful and
well-ordered arranged marriages, while on the other side we see extremely disastrous
clandestine marriages. The arranged marriages-those of Hero and Claudio and Portia
and Bassanio-all involve couples who met and felt love for each other before the
arrangement took place. The clandestine marriages that take place in the plays also
involve couples who love each other. However, the differences determining a happy or a
ruinous marriage occur when families and the members of the larger society become

I
I

involved because in the Renaissance, familial opposition to a match in the plays leads to
disastrous results. Hero and Claudio's difficult path to their marriage did not hinder their
final happiness, since they had almost all the key characters of the play on their side
helping to create a harmonious marriage. The difficult path that Romeo and Juliet

I
I

undertook to accomplish their marriage, however, was beset at all turns by hostilities
from both families, but especially from the Capulets. Without the parental support
received by Hero and Claudio, Romeo and Juliet's marriage was doomed from the start
to fail. In these examples, Shakespeare criticizes not the couples involved, but the family
situations that doomed some love marriages to failure. In the case of Romeo and Juliet,

I
I

the feud that has engaged the two families acts as the culprit that destroys love.
Othello and Desdemona must also attempt to live through the animosity of both
family and society that surrounds them. Their marriage is opposed on the grounds that it
was clandestine and that Othello was of a different social class than Desdemona. A

20

conniving Iago, who wishes to destroy Othello out of revenge, makes him doubt
Desdemona's love and fidelity by preying on Othello's feelings of social inferiority.

In these plays, Shakespeare supports love marriages as he rages against the
outside forces that worked to pull such marriages apart. The families that make up the
societies of Romeo and Juliet and Othello, as well as servants and underlings, all have a
problem letting the couples live a peaceful life. In Romeo and Juliet, the problem comes
in the forrn a feud that the two families refuse to settle peacefully. Othello and
Desdemona's marriage is sabotaged by Iago and Roderigo on the basis oflago's jealousy,
and the marriage is opposed by Brabantio on the grounds of the difference of classes
between the two. Even Hero and Claudio experience this in the forrn of Don John's
attempt to sabotage their marriage by slandering Hero. Unlike Iago, who nurses
imagined slights in his conniving against Othello, Don John has no real motive for
destroying the marriage, except a desire to see his brother's lieutenant humiliated--which
in turn humiliates Don Pedro.

\

I
\

\

I
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CHAPTER THREE
RENAISSANCE MARRIAGE RELATIONSHIPS

Spousal relationships in the Renaissance varied depending upon the type of
marriage that joined the couple-the arranged marriage, the love marriage, or the
companionate marriage. The varied motives that prompted couples to marry caused
spouses to interact to one another differently. In an arranged marriage the family often
threw the couple together and then left them to develop their personal relationship after
the marriage. In these arranged marriages practiced among the elite of society, husband
and wife often lived very separate lives, living as they did in very large households and
having their own apartments and servants. Society even expected some degree of
emotional distance between spouses in arranged marriages 66 Masculine domination and
feminine deference characterized the general atmosphere of such marriages, along with
feelings of emotional alienation among couples. Renaissance society felt that deep
relationships-although they did exist-could be imprudent because of high mortality
rates 67 However, by the time the major decrease in mortality rates occurred in the
nineteenth century, the ideal of love marriages had already emerged at least a century
prior.68
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Before marriage, men and women of the aristocracy, while of the same status and
class, traveled in separate social circles. The same held true after the wedding as well. A
wife often remained closer to her female relatives and neighbors than she did to her
husband, not surprising since couples involved in these aristocratic arranged marriages
often ate apart and, as a rule, slept apart. These couples might dislike each other
inunensely, but both could be satisfied if they fulfilled the economic, political and
reproductive concerns of the marriage.

69

In these cases, society cited religious, legal,

and economic concerns to hold the family together. However, despite the tremendous
pressures exerted by these forces, many marriages did break up "publicly and
70

completely."

William Stout commented in 1699 on the marriage of Elizabeth and John

Ashton: "they lived very disagreeably but had many children." The two were of different
religious backgrounds, which undoubtedly contributed to the friction in the household71
The companionate and love marriages developed later in the English
Renaissance, and society strove for this type of marriage above all others. Since as early
as the thirteenth century, Bartholomaeus Anglicus emphasized love, fellowship,
affection, and consideration in marriage. So instead of being an entirely new concept,
this ideal of marriage merely enjoyed a revival in the literature and diaries of the
Renaissance. For the English, the hope and expectation oflove lived even in those
marriages, including arranged ones, where love did not exist as an underlying force from
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the start. 72 The marriage contract emphasized love as the basis of marriage-"the
husband first promises to love his wife, before she promises to obey him." It follows
then, from this statement, that if a husband did not love his wife, or if he did not show his
love for her, she need not obey him. The marriage contract discusses love as "being
kindly affectioned" to one's spouse 73 Renaissance society believed that this type oflove
existed most easily among couples who "at the outset found one another worthy of
respect and trust."74 In 1622, William Gouge wrote of newly married couples that, "If at
first there be good liking mutually and thoroughly settled in both their hearts of one
75

another, love is like to continue in them forever. ..."
A harmonious marriage-"the core of stability and happiness" in the familybecame extremely important in the English Renaissance

76

This relationship becomes

doubly important when one takes into account the growing importance of the family in
England at this time. Based on Scriptural interpretations of the Holy Family, the
Renaissance family developed the responsibility for the religious well-being of its
77

members, as well as for "personal harmony and moral virtue."
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Seventeenth-century society felt that marriages where the couple "had been drawn
78

together by mutual affection" had the greatest chance of achieving household harmony.
The approval of parents on both sides of the theoretical marriage bed also helped to
provide a good union. In addition to parental approval, similar religious beliefs also
aided in creating peaceful marriage, together with little or no age discrepancy between
the couple, and equal economic and social position.

79

It becomes obvious when looking

at aristocratic wills in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that affection did develop
between spouses, as well as "satisfactory working partnerships." In these wills, many
husbands left their wives bequests and responsibilities and referred to them in friendly,
endearing terms. In 1639, the Duchess of Richmond "left instructions in her will for her
80

body to wrapped in the sheets" she and the duke had used on their wedding night.

This

evidence strengthens the changes shown by the abandonment in the seventeenth century
81

of the formal modes of address between spouses, such as "Sir" or "Madam."
Many of the writers of the age, when they touched on the topic of marriage,

I
I

seemed to feel that husbands and wives would inevitably encounter conflict. Assuming
this, they offered strategies to couples to alleviate the stress of conflict. These strategies

I

82

involved control and obedience---the husband's control and his wife's obedience

I

Meant to act as partners, husbands and wives had to depend upon each other and identify
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and work through the faults each possessed. 83 A wife should approach her husband
tactfully, subtly, and gently concerning any faults he might possess. The preferred place
to broach this subject of a husband's faults was in bed. On the other hand, society
considered it a husband's duty to "ignore small faults and correct large ones, not brutally,
but subtly, a strategy recommended as being effective as well as humane. " 84
A wife's duties to her husband included, first, staying "faithfully" at his side.
After this, her responsibilities included caring for the household-seeing that everyone

i

!
i

I

I

got fed, disciplining servants and children, caring for any animals the family might own,
and protecting the family's stores and stock from theft. In upper class families, the wife,
as the ultimate overseer, delegated these responsibilities to servants. A wife also had the
responsibility of conducting herself honorably so as to guard her husband and family
against ridicule. A wife, therefore, did not occupy the role of common servant to her
husband, nor did she occupy the role of maid. In the words of Robert Cleaver: "The

II
I

I
I
I
I
I

husband is not to command his wife in manner as the master his servant, but as the soul
doth the body, as being conjoined in like affection and good will." 85 A wife expressed
her love for her husband through the obedience she promised him upon their marriage.

86

Wives did not have identities wholly their own. Rather, a wife took on the
"complementary projection" of her husband's role, and her sexual and social relationship
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to him detennined what little identity she did possess.

87

Society accepted without

question this implied inferiority of the woman, and many women fully internalized this
feeling 88 The concept of married love itself helped to reinforce the inferiority of
women, since society expected and urged women to love and "endeavor to please" their
89

husbands, even in cases where the husband was "vile, vicious, or vice-ridden. "

The

ideal of the love marriage led to a strengthening of the power a man held over his wife,
and women showed more of a willingness to submit to the will and dictates of their
husbands 90 Many husbands therefore displayed a great desire to control their wives'
wills, appetites, and desires.
Lord Bacon's aphorism, exclaiming that "wives are young men's mistresses;
companions for middle age; and old men's nurses," best explains the wife's many roles
and the many duties she perfonned for her husband, as well as the love and
companionship she offered him 91 By marriage, a husband also agreed to discharge
certain duties to his wife. First, he agreed to provide protection to her and any children
she might bear. After this, he also agreed to provide his wife with food, shelter and
clothing upon their marriage. An eighteenth century New England saying-"to act like a
man"-meant to support one's wife. Failing to honor marital obligations could result in
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a breaking of the marriage contract. 92 For these obligations in marriage a man sought
"satisfaction" for his "irrational heats," instead of indulging in the sin of fornication, and
the possible danger (to purses and reputation) of illegitimate children. This desire
93

supports the association made by some of marriage as a "hospital for lust. "
Men wanted companionship from marriage and so needed mature wives. This
view of the woman as "man's second self," and a "complementary part," contradicted
another view-that of the ideal woman as "weak, submissive, charitable, virtuous and
modest," whose function in life included "housekeeping, and the breeding and rearing of
children." This ideal woman remained silent both in church and at home and acted "at
all times submissive to men."94 Men also desired an heir from marriage. It was a wife's
duty, as already discussed, to provide this heir. Lastly, marriage offered men the "hope
of financial and territorial advantage," by the acquisition of a bride's dowry, which in the
seventeenth century grew rapidly in size as aristocratic families' efforts to marry
daughters advantageously increased

95

A rigid hierarchy existed in many marriages, often a contradictory result of "the
96

call for a loving partnership between men and women." Society expected the monarchy
that came out of this hierarchy to be benevolent to its lower-scale members, if not
constitutional. Just as most of the world's population today considers the prospect of
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living "on terms of mutual hostility" very unappetizing, so did those living during the
English Renaissance. Many cases of unhappy marriages show that the expectations of
97

one partner regarding the obligations of the other were often not being met.

Although

people wished to marry for love, in many marriages an affectionate, loving relationship
developed regardless of the type of marriage was at the outset.
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CHAPTER FOUR
MARRIAGE IN SHAKESPEARE

In Much Ado About Nothing, Signior Benedick shows a desire to control
Beatrice's feelings, particularly after Claudio slanders Hero according to Don John's
plans. In the latter half of this scene, as Beatrice weeps for her cousin, Benedick says of
her weeping, "I will not desire that. " 98 Quite an innocent comment, in and of itself,
especially when one considers that later Jines see Benedick promising to help avenge
Hero in any way he can, even by killing his friend, Claudio. However, the origins of the
statement exist in the tradition of absolute male control of the woman.
Othello also demonstrates the controlling desire of men. He does so most
obviously during the final scenes of Desdemona's life. Her death at the hands of her
jealous husband embodies the masculine controlling desire. Othello exhibits his desire to
control Desdemona in other ways as well. At various times during the play, he orders her
to her room, and in the scenes leading up to her death, he orders her to prepare herself for
bed, dismiss her servants and pray for forgiveness for any sins she may have on her soul.
Petrnchio and Kate, in The Taming of the Shrew, present instances of
Shakespearean husbands and wives working through their problems. Petruchio's entire
regimen of turning Kate's behavior around labors toward this. Petruchio, a gentleman of
Verona, has come to Padua seeking a rich wife who can afford to support him. As he
says, quite concisely, in Act I, "I come to wive it wealthily in Padua;/ If wealthily, then
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happily in Padua."99 In his initial meeting with the Shrew (Kate), he outlines for her,
under the guise of wooing words, what he expects of a wife. He says that he sees her as
... pleasant, gamesome, passing courteous,
But slow in speech, yet sweet as springtime flowers.
Thou canst not frown, thou canst not look askance,
Nor bite thy lip, as angry wenches will,
Nor hast thou pleasure to be cross in talk,
But thou with mildness entertain'st thy wooers,
With gentle conference, soft and affable.(Il.i.245-251)
Petruchio sees himself as the only man capable of taming Kate. After their marriage he
goes about taming her as he would a wild falcon, depriving her of sleep and food, and all
100

the time protesting his love for her, saying that what he does, he does for love.

He

shows her how hard she has been to live with by imitating her own behavior to the
extreme. 101 Petruchio does not wish to break Katherina, he merely wishes to give her the
opportunity to learn the "value of self-control and of caring about someone other than
102

herself."
Wives had certain duties they were bound by the marriage contract to discharge.
The most important of these things was to obey their husbands in all things. Emilia is
loyal and obedient to lago throughout the entire play, even when obeying him means
stealing a beloved object from her mistress-the handkerchief that Othello gave to
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Desdemona.

103

However, after Othello smothered Desdemona, Emilia learns why he

thought that Desdemona had been untrue to him. When Emilia discovers Iago' s
treachery both to the couple and to herself, she "chooses truth over loyalty, revealing
Iago's villainy to the officials gathered in Othello's chamber, she apologizes for, in
effect, breaking out of her proper place:
Good gentlemen, let me have leave to speak.
'Tis proper I obey him; but not now. " 104
Emilia displays at this point the strength that Shakespeare's female characters can
possess when circumstances demand it of them.
Other women in Shakespeare's plays also show this strength. Very few of the
female characters discussed here are weak-willed. Beatrice, with her constant verbal
sparring with Benedick, shows a woman who knows what she wants from her life. Her
honesty in refusing the Prince's offer of marriage also shows the reader her strength.
Portia, an uncommonly strong-willed woman, disguises herself as a male lawyer and
defends Antonio and Bassanio from Shylock's threats. Juliet, too, is a strong character,
and, like Portia, takes on male qualities, but without the actual male disguise. Juliet's
method of suicide-stabbing, a traditionally male form-indicates her strength in the
face of despair, while Romeo's use of poison could be considered a woman's way of
committing suicide. These strong-willed wives that Shakespeare dramatizes indicate his
rejection of the Renaissance tradition that wives should submit willingly to their
husbands' whims. Lady Macbeth, with her commanding attitude towards her husband,
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also shows Shakespeare's rejection of this idea.
Although society felt that deep relationships were imprudent, they exist in
Shakespeare's plays. Othello and Desdemona have a deep and loving relationship whose
only flaw is a notable lack of communication, as well as a lack of trust on the part of
Othello. Yet they do love each other. Romeo and Juliet also display a loving, passionate
relationship, shown most clearly and effectively through their impetuous marriage and
equally impetuous suicides. Another loving relationship can be seen with Benedick and
Beatrice. Theirs is a betrothal founded on a long courtship that has them seen mostly at
odds with each other. Nevertheless, they do find each other worthy of love and, of all the
marriages discussed here, have the greatest chance of happiness.

In these examples, Shakespeare shows us the ways husbands and wives dealt with
each other, how people got married, and how parents and kin affected the arrangements
of marriages. Each of the examples given above portrays an aspect of Renaissance
marriage, although often with more drama than was usually involved. However,
Shakespeare's characters exhibit many of the same concerns in marrying that historical
Renaissance society felt, and often show us the same feelings that we see in historical
wills, journals and letters. The marriages of Goneril to Albany and Regan to Cornwall in
King Lear portray this as well. In both couples the women particularly show great
animosity towards their partners. These couples share an intense dislike of each other,
but, unlike many Renaissance couples, move in the same social circles. The women care
more for the Earl of Gloucester's bastard son Edmund than they do for their own
husbands, but even then they feel more lust-for power and sex-than love.
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CONCLUSION

The aristocratic arranged marriage, while threatened by the rise of the popular
companionate and love marriages, remained the most common form of marriage long
after the Renaissance just as it had been before. The companionate and love marriages,
however, quickly gained in prestige. The examples of these two marriage types,
particularly those ofHero and Claudio and Romeo and Juliet, demonstrate both the
popularity and effectiveness of different marriage types, as well as the failures that occur
without family support. Hero and Claudio display a well-planned, successful marriage,
arranged by kin and patrons. Romeo and Juliet's marriage, doomed from the start,
demonstrates an ill-planned, ill-fated marriage that knows few moments of happiness.
This marriage might seem to offer a wonderful example of why one should obey a
parent's wishes. However, in the play, Shakespeare criticizes not the elopement of
Romeo and Juliet, but the refusal of the families to put aside an irrational feud-whose
origins have long been forgotten-in favor of peace and love. This foolish refusal
eventually causes the suicides of the two young lovers.
However, not all love marriages were doomed to failure, nor did all arranged
marriages achieve Hero and Claudio's level of success. Wills and personal
correspondence between husbands and wives reveal changes in the manner in which
couples addressed each other, moving towards a less formal and more personal approach.
Many couples in arranged marriages lived in emotionally cold relationships. Unlike love
marriages, where the couple formed an affectionate relationship prior to the marriage,
those in arranged marriages often never met until the day of their wedding. In this
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respect, Hero and Claudio are an anomaly. They met and fell in love before the
arrangement of their marriage, at their request and to the satisfaction of their families,
ever occurred. Their marriage also demonstrates the arranged marriage as a business
deal. There is a contract to be fulfilled, which Claudio succeeds in doing even after he
publicly slanders Hero's reputation. He fulfills the contract by performing penance given
him by Leonato for the "death" of Hero, and by promising to wed the offered niece.
The nature of companionate and love marriages almost implied the necessity that
a child had to defy the wishes of his or her parents and marry clandestinely to accomplish
this type of union. Two ways to do this existed. First, a couple could elope or, second,
"steal" their marriage which, unlike eloping, did not necessarily involve the couple's
running away. Romeo and Juliet marry in this way. In its effort to minimize the amount
of pressure exerted by parents on children to agree to arranged marriages, the church
supported many clandestine marriages. However, the church contradicted itselfby
supporting these clandestine marriages while at the same time attempting to make church
marriages the norm.
Another aspect of all Renaissance marriages was the control that the husband held
over the wife. Husbands offered protection to their wives upon their marriage, but only
in return for the obedience she offered him. A wife owed certain duties to her husband,
the most important of which in aristocratic families was the production of an heir.
Harmony in marriage was extremely important to Renaissance society, and the duties that
husbands and wives owed to each other, if successfully discharged, would lead to such a
marriage. These duties mainly consisted of being mindful of each other's feelings and of
showing love for each other. Shakespeare shows many instances of harmonious, happy
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marriages, but he also presents a few episodes of discordant unhappy marriages. Of this
latter type, the most obvious examples are the marriages of Goneril and Regan in King
Lear. These two marriages involve wives who hate their mostly indifferent husbands.
Husbands also wanted control over the thoughts and desires of their wives.
Benedick and Petruchio demonstrate this in several ways, but Othello displays this desire
most effectively when he kills Desdemona. As the ideal of the love marriage grew in
prestige, the willingness of wives to submit to the will and dictates of husbands
increased. Society accepted this submission as a normal part of married life, and
expected wives to love and obey even the vilest of men. The love marriage also led to a
view of a woman not as an entity wholly her own, but as an extension of her husband.
This led to a great desire by men to control their wives' thoughts and feelings.
This controlling desire often led husbands to choose wives younger than
themselves. However, English society did not condone the marrying off of children,
regardless of the legality of the act. Society rejected Romeo-and-Juliet marriages and,
when unable to avoid such a marriage, instituted various measures to protect the physical
health of the yonng spouses, often separating them nntil their maturity. Several reasons
for the Renaissance dislike of early consnnnnation existed. Society thought that early
sexual intercourse led to sickly children, weakened men, and shortened life spans.
The Renaissance featured many different types of marriages, and Shakespeare
portrays examples of all these in his plays. We also see examples of husbands and wives
interacting with each other. All of Shakespeare's husbands and wives who marry in the
plays discussed love each other and those arranged marriages that we see involve couples
who already feel affectionately towards each other. This aspect led to loving, well-
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planned marriages. On the other hand, the clandestine marriages, despite the fact the
couples truly loved each other, suffered from the lack of family support. By his support
of love regardless of the situations it encountered, and by his criticism of the families
involved in tearing apart clandestine love marriages, Shakespeare shows us his
subversive attitudes towards traditional Renaissance marriage systems.
Shakespeare also shows modern readers the importance to Renaissance society of
many of the concerns of choosing a marriage partuer, and the aspects of marriage itself.
In the case of virginity, both Hero and Claudio demonstrate its importance to
bridegrooms when their brides are accused---wrongly in both instances presented bert}of being faithless and unchaste. Shakespeare only presents readers with one instance of
an uncommonly early marriagt}-Romeo and Juliet's. All other marriages discussed here
involve grown adults, or at least young adults just reaching the age of consent. The very
disastrousness of Romeo and Juliet's marriage serves to show Shakespeare's dislike of
the practice of extremely early marriage.
Shakespeare knew the importance of love to Renaissance society, but he also
noted the difficulties that love encountered in that same society. He criticizes the
families that stood in the way a happy love marriages, and his plays show this in several
instances, most notably with Romeo and Juliet. Other couples show the importance of
things like virginity, age and harmony. Othello and Desdemona and Hero and Claudio
demonstrate the importance chastity and virginity in the Renaissance, and Goneril and
Regan show the importance of harmony with their discordant marriages. Benedick and
Beatrice, perhaps the two most capable of forming a happy marriage, show the
importance of common interests and social stature. The importance offollowing a

L
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parent's wishes can be seen in Romeo and Juliet, while Portia and Bassanio show how
following such a wish can lead to lasting happiness. With these plays, Shakespeare
allows us to see his views on the destruction oflove marriages and his criticism ofthose
who would destroy such a marriage.

;;
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